
I applaud the NSW Government's initiative in developing a Clean Air Plan. However there appears 
to be no definition of just what Clean Air is. Is our air considered “clean” simply when visibility of a 
certain distance is observed? When dust monitors register below a certain level or when all 
airborne undesirables, solids, liquids and gasses register at or below desirable levels?

We have been invited to make a submission centred on four questions. I'm not sure why I am 
responding to that invitation because our governments do what they bloody well want to anyway 
which is to maximise their chance of re-election.

In “Towards Clean Air” it states Our efforts are focused on pollutants that have measurable health 
impacts . . The pollutants in question are likely to be those that impact human health but is the 
health of the planet being considered? As mentioned in the Proposed Actions, Co-benefit Actions, 
creating and maintaining clean air is inextricably linked with climate change and limiting global 
warming.

Dare we hope the Plan will be of sufficient merit to be adopted by all states or better still, the 
Commonwealth as air, of course, knows no borders? Although shared responsibility between all 
levels of government plus industry and the general public is discussed, unless the Commonwealth 
Government leads by example the result may be less than desirable.

Australia is in the unique position of being able to implement a nation-wide Clean Air Plan and 
every endeavour should be made to make it nation wide. 

My wife and I have little personal interest in the outcome of the Plan but we are passionate for our
children, your children and their children. If the government surprises us all and considers the 
possibility there is some intelligence outside its ranks, the following points are made:-

Q.  Are the actions proposed the right actions to improve air quality?
Firstly, by what measure do we want air quality improved and over what timeframe? The scope of 
the proposed actions is too narrow (page 27). In Industry emissions, certainly (1) review the fee 
structure for environment protection licences. However, (2) simply aiming to minimise emissions 
from coal-fired power stations misses the point entirely. The assumption is business-as-usual but 
with fewer but still substantial emissions.

It is of particular concern that Coal Innovation NSW is involved in the development of a Clean Air 
Plan. As this council is comprised of representatives of the coal and energy industries plus others, I 
question Coal Innovation NSW's objectivity and independence on the matter. Although Coal 
Innovation NSW's stated intention is to undertake a detailed study on coal-fired electricity 
generation in order to better understand the role of coal in NSW's electricity mix, the NSW 
Department of Industry – Resources & Energy website states Coal Innovation NSW provides advice 
and makes recommendations to the Government about funding projects that encourage the 
development of low emissions coal technologies.

It does not matter how Coal Innovation NSW or anyone else tries to dress up coal as having a 
cleaner future in energy production. It is undeniable that Mother Nature has been sequestering 
carbon in the form of coal and oil for billions of years, making Earth's atmosphere such that life 
forms can survive and thrive. Mankind is undoing that work by releasing carbon into the 
atmosphere at an alarming rate with dire consequences. This is not original thinking - 97% of 
science says so.



As stated in the NSW Air Emissions Inventory, coal fired power is by far the main culprit in the 
production of SOx and NOx pollution. However Alan Pears, a well respected sustainability expert, 
states in the Alternative Technology Association's Pears Report (ReNew Jan – Mar 2017) Two-thirds
of global greenhouse gas emissions and three-quarters of Australia's emissions result from fossil 
fuel extraction and burning. Why then does our State Government continue to approve the 
expansion of coal mining leases with no urgency or even a timeframe to phase coal mining out?

As stated on page 8, Towards Cleaner Air, Measures (to reduce health impacts) that are low cost, 
easy and readily accepted by the community and industry are already in place. The 6 proposed 
actions for coal fired Power Plant Emission Reductions (pages 28, 29) are still attempting to 
improve performance from coal fired power which will probably only result in a marginal 
improvement.

The mining and burning of coal is the real problem. Gas, unless biogas, is still a fossil fuel but 
cleaner than coal. However the burning of any fuel, fossil or renewable, emits CO2, nitrogen oxides 
and possibly sulphur oxides into the atmosphere. Hydrogen is the only exception but burning will 
still result in NOx being created.

Point 3, Strengthen the mining rehabilitation framework, is long overdue and the mining 
companies should be required to show constructive rehabilitation is being progressively achieved 
as each section of mine workings are exhausted. As the mine footprint expands, which I'm sure will
happen, effective revegetation and reafforestation must be demonstrated.

In the Transport section, electric vehicle charging stations are few and far between. Incentives 
should be offered to attract investment in a better coverage of charging stations.

Reducing household wood smoke emissions may require a legislated phasing out of old slow 
combustion wood fires with incentives for owners to upgrade to low polluting alternatives. 
Incentives could also be offered for the upgrading of domestic small petrol engined appliances to 
electric, mains powered or battery, alternatives where feasable.

Measures suggested in the Shared responsibility section (pages 46 &47) where individuals and 
households can reduce their emissions are altruistic in the extreme. Without a stick or carrot most 
of these measures are being, and will continue to be, ignored. We are talking about human beings 
after all.

Q.  Are there other issues and actions that Clean Air for NSW should cover?
Although not a NSW plant, the closure of Victoria's brown coal fired Hazelwood power station is 
the no-brainer of no-brainers. The phasing out of black coal fired power stations is the next no-
brainer. The burning of coal produces CO2 along with other gaseous and particulate pollution. 
Power generation by means of burning fossil fuel to boil water to generate steam to drive turbines 
and therefore spin generators is now quite antiquated technology. An interim measure, if at all 
possible, would be retrofitting from coal to gas firing with the aim of using biogas as fuel.

It would be far better to spin generators directly rather than burning and boiling which create 
multiple problems. Wind and with further research, ocean power such as ocean currents, waves 
and tidal power are just two forms of direct power generation. The East Australia Current is a very 
stable dynamic ocean power source and should be investigated and exploited. CETO wave energy 
technology should be thoroughly investigated.



Although the Renewable Energy Action Plan (REAP) mentions exploring opportunities in bioenergy, 
geothermal, wave, tidal and smart grid technologies, I am unaware of government involvement at 
any level in these emerging technologies. This is in stark contrast to the $100 million Coal 
Innovation NSW Fund which appears to be government funded.

It is obvious that PV solar generation will play a larger part in the mix in years to come with battery 
and other forms of power storage involved. Of considerable interest is pumped hydro power 
setups in association with solar farms.

It appears that agriculture in its entirety has been ignored in the Plan. Agricultural practices must 
be brought up to best practice and hopefully this is beginning to happen. The products grown, 
both animal and veg, need further research into the environmental consequences of those 
products.

Fugitive methane liberation from sewerage treatment plants, landfill and green waste composting 
is a major concern as fugutive methane is a serious greenhouse gas problem. Capturing, cleaning 
and burning for power generation has considerable benefit.

Q.  How do you want to be informed about and involved in improving air quality?
My email address is 

Q.  Do you have any other comments on improving air quality in NSW?
None of the above comments are new. I just want to see less timidity, less inertia, less business as 
usual. There is now so much well researched evidence that the continuing heavy reliance on coal 
for power generation must cease. Transition to broad based renewable energy generation is 
needed as a matter of urgency. This will have a major benefit in reducing air pollution from the 
actions of mining coal, transportation, both in diesel emissions and airborne dust, and the burning 
of the coal.

The current issue of the ATA's magazine, ReNew, has an article titled “100% renewable grid” which 
covers all of the above points. Included are brief comments from various respectable Australian 
organisations regarding transition to 100% renewable energy generation, perhaps as early as 2030,
and with manageable costings. There is no excuse to not pursue this objective of 100% renewables
by 2030. Future generations will judge us by our actions or lack thereof.




